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The Rotary Cultivator or “Rotavator” is synonymous with the name Maschio. As one of the first and now largest producers of 
Rotary Cultivators worldwide Maschio lead the way in the technology involved in producing strong reliable machines which 
will work in any situation. The Maschio range of Rotary Cultivators cover virtually all agricultural and horticultural applications 
and offer machines suitable for use on tractors from 15 to 330hp.

MASCHIO ROTARY CULTIVATORS ...give you more
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STANDARD COBRA CONDOR

3

ROTARY CULTIVATORS FEATURES

STRENGTH BALANCED ROTORS
Each model of Maschio Rotary Cultivator has been designed with 
its HP rating and application in mind, however, whilst drive line 
protection is included on all machines the nature of work that a 
Rotary Cultivator does dictates that additional robustness needs 
to be incorporated into the design. From the drive line to the 
chassis and hood of the machine Maschio Rotary Cultivators are 
built to withstand the rigorous job they do and the unsuspected 
obstacles they come into contact with under the soil surface.

Rotors on all Maschio Rotary Cultivators are digitally balanced 
before being installed on each machine, whilst it is still important 
to check blades and maintain machines due to wear and tear, this 
ensures minimal vibration and improves long term reliability.

BLADES AND ROTORS
Whether you’re working in extremely stony or very hard soil 
types Maschio Rotary Cultivators offer three blade options to 
suit the job in hand. All blades are made from the highest quality 
materials, with the standard and Cobra rotors using Swedish 
Boron steel blades and the Condor rotor utilising cast iron knife 
blades for very stony conditions.

BUILD AND FINISH
Maschio’s attention to detail in production and extremely modern 
production facilities ensure that products are built and tested to the 
highest standards both in terms of robustness to do the job and finish to 
stand the test of time.

TRANSMISSION
Whether shaft and gear or chain driven the drive lines are over 
specified and high quality components are used throughout to 
ensure longevity and reliability.

LARGE RANGE
The Maschio Rotary Cultivator range includes machines suitable for light 
gardening applications, horticultural usage through to heavy agricultural 
use with optional extras to adapt machines to most applications.

DUO-CONE & O-RING SEALING SYSTEM
The new Duo-cone sealing system guarantees reliability without 
the need for maintenance.  You can achieve at least 50% longer 
life from the Duo-cone system when compared to standard 
systems in the most demanding working environments. 
The sealing system is completely waterproof or “amphibious” 
allowing the rotor and bearing to run in its own oil supply. 
This allows the rotor to work and be reliable in the dustiest of 
environments or even work immersed in water and yet the seals 
will still prevent water and dust ingress into the rotor and hubs. 
The rotor is supported by oversized SKF roller bearings.
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L TYPE 15 - 25 hp
“L” Type Maschio Offset Rotary Cultivators are designed for use on compact tractors from 15 to 25hp and are typically used for amenity, 
horticultural and market gardening work.
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RIGID ROTARY CULTIVATORS
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W TYPE 15 - 40 hp
“W” Type Maschio Offset Rotary Cultivators are designed for use on compact tractors from 15 to 40hp and are typically used for amenity, 
horticultural and market gardening work.

A TYPE 30 - 60 hp
“A” Type Maschio Rotary Cultivators are designed for use on compact and small agricultural tractors from 30 to 60hp and are typically used 
for amenity, horticultural and market gardening work.
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
Models HP Working 

width (m)
Working 

depth (cm)
Total 

width (m)
Machine centre 

cm <- -> cm
Machine Offset 

cm <- -> cm
No. of 
blades

Side driveWeight 
(kg)

PTO/RPM

 105  15-25  1.05  1.17  52.5<-->52.5 32.5<-->72.5  20  16  132  Chain  540 / 254

 115  18-25  1.15  1.37  57.5<-->57.5 27.5<-->87.5  20  16  140  Chain  540 / 254

 125  20-25  1.25  1.57  62.5<-->62.5 32.5<-->92.5  24  16  148  Chain  540 / 254 

 105  15-40  1.05  1.17  52.5<-->52.5 22<-->83  20  18  170  Chain  540 / 208

 125  23-40  1.25  1.37  62.5<-->62.5 22<-->103  24  18  194  Chain  540 / 208

 145  25-40  1.45  1.57  72.5<-->72.5 22<-->123  28  18  218  Chain  540 / 208

 165  30-40  1.65  1.77  82.5<-->82.5 22<-->143  32  18  242  Chain  540 / 208 

	 100		 30-60		 1.05		 1.17		 52.5<-->52.5		 •	 20		 20		 234		 Chain		 540	/	208

	 120		 35-60		 1.25		 1.37		 62.5<-->62.5		 •	 24		 20		 252		 Chain		 540	/	208

	 140		 40-60		 1.45		 1.57		 72.5<-->72.5		 •	 28		 20		 272		 Chain		 540	/	208

	 160		 45-60		 1.65		 1.77		 82.5<-->82.5		 •	 32		 20		 288		 Chain		 540	/	208

	 180		 50-60		 1.85		 1.97		 92.5<-->92.5		 •	 36		 20		 312		 Chain		 540	/	208
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Gearbox Single speed PTO gearbox running at 540 rpm gives 254 
rotor rpm. 

PTO Shaft PTO shaft with shearbolt protection, 13/8” , 6 spline tractor 
side yoke.

Side Chain Drive L, W and A Type all utilise a heavy duty greased 
chain drive.

Linkage Mounting Universal CAT I three point hitch as standard. 

CE Safety Guards CE Safety guards as standard.

Anti Rollover System To prevent the rotary cultivator from rolling 
over when the machine is being detached from the tractor,  safety rod 
on image (A) can be placed in the locked position on the L and W type. 
Whereas as the A type uses a pin on the pressure rod that is connected to 
the rear bonnet (B).

Levelling Bonnet The levelling bonnet comes as standard, with a fixing 
chain or pressure rod on the A type to hold the bonnet open if required.

Blades The L, W and A type Rotary Cultivator has 4 blades per flange 
ensuring a fine tilth is produced.

Adjustable Side Skids A protective skid on either side of the machine 
controls the working depth and protects the main transmission cover from wear.

Manual Offset The machines can be used in-line or offset from the tractor 
(See specification table for offset details).
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U TYPE

C TYPE

40 - 80 hp

60 - 130 hp

“U” Type Maschio Rotary Cultivators are designed for use on small agricultural tractors from 40 to 80hp and are typically used for 
horticultural, market gardening and agricultural work.

“C” Type Maschio Rotary Cultivators are designed for use on small to medium sized agricultural tractors from 60 to 130hp and are typically 
used for horticultural and agricultural work.
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
Models HP Working 

width (m)
Working 

depth (cm)
Total 

width (m)
Machine centre 

cm <- -> cm
Weight + 
Cage (kg)

Weight + 
Packer (kg)

No. of 
blades

Side driveWeight 
(kg)

PTO/RPM

	 140		 40-80		 1.45		 1.56		 72.5<-->72.5		 33		 22		 380		 •	 •	 Gears		 540/178-201-227-256

	 155		 45-80		 1.6		 1.71		 80<-->80		 36		 22		 400		 •	 •	 Gears		 540/178-201-227-256

	 180		 50-80		 1.85		 1.96		 92.5<-->92.5		 42		 22		 440		 •	 •	 Gears		 540/178-201-227-256

	 205		 60-80		 2.1		 2.21		 105<-->105		 48		 22		 480		 •	 •	 Gears		 540/178-201-227-256

	 230		 70-80		 2.35		 2.46		 117.5<-->117.5		 54		 22		 520		 •	 •	 Gears		 540/178-201-227-256

 205		 60-130		 2.1		 2.23		 105<-->105		 48		 27		 686		 879	 964	 Gears		 540/175-214-262-143 
            1000/324-356

	 230		 70-130		 2.35		 2.48		 117.5<-->117.5		 54		 27		 778		 993	 1080	 Gears		 540/175-214-262-143 
            1000/324-356

	 250		 80-130		 2.6		 2.73		 130<-->130		 60		 27		 829		 1075	 1179	 Gears		 540/175-214-262-143 
            1000/324-356

	 280		 85-130		 2.85		 2.98		 142.5<-->142.5		 66		 27		 885		 1152	 1248	 Gears		 540/175-214-262-143 
            1000/324-356

	 300		 100-130		 3.1		 3.23		 155<-->155		 72		 27		 940		 1211	 1338	 Gears		 540/175-214-262-143 
            1000/324-356
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Gearbox Multi speed PTO gearbox running at 540/1000 rpm gives 
selectable rotor speeds, (see specification table below).

PTO Shaft PTO shaft with slip clutch protection, 13/8” , 6 spline tractor 
side yoke.

Side Gear Drive in Oil Bath Heavy duty gear drive running in a sealed 
oil bath to give constant lubrication during work.

Linkage Mounting Universal CAT II three point swinging hitches allow 
the machine to follow the contours on undulating ground. 

CE Safety Guards CE Safety guards as standard.

Anti Rollover System To prevent the rotary cultivator from rolling 
over when the machine is being detached from the tractor, the safety 
pin/s can be placed in the locked position on the pressure rod which is 
connected to the rear levelling bonnet.

Levelling Bonnet The levelling bonnet comes as standard complete 
with a sprung mechanical rod that puts constant downward pressure 
on the bonnet and acts as a shock absorber protecting the bonnet from 
damage, whist working in stony conditions.

Blades The U & C type Rotary Cultivators have 6 blades per flange ensuring 
a fine tilth is produced.

Adjustable Side Skids A protective skid on either side of the machine 
controls the working depth and protects the main transmission cover from 
wear.

Duo-Cone & O-Ring Sealing System (C- Type only) The new 
Duo-cone sealing system guarantees reliability without the need for 
maintenance.  You can achieve at least 50% longer life from the Duo-cone 
system when compared to standard systems in the most demanding 
working environments. 
 
The sealing system is completely waterproof or “amphibious” allowing the 
rotor and bearing to run in its own oil supply, this allows the rotor to work 
and be reliable in the dustiest of environments or even work immersed 
in water and yet the seals will still prevent water and dust ingress into the 
rotor and hubs. The rotor is supported by oversized SKF roller bearings.
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SC TYPE

G TYPE

90 - 170 hp

180 - 250 hp

“SC” Type Maschio Rotary Cultivators are designed for use on medium sized agricultural tractors from 90 to 170hp and are typically used for 
horticultural and agricultural work.

“G” Type Maschio Rotary Cultivators are designed for use on medium sized agricultural tractors from 180 to 250hp and are typically used for 
horticultural and agricultural work
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MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
Models HP Working 

width (m)
Working 

depth (cm)
Total 

width (m)
Machine centre 

cm <- -> cm
Weight + 
Cage (kg)

Weight + 
Packer (kg)

No. of 
blades

Side driveWeight 
(kg)

PTO/RPM

 230		 90-170		 2.35		 2.48		 117.5<-->117.5		 54		 28		 900		 1115	 1202	 Gears		 540/133-162-220	
            1000/181-246-300

	 250		 100-170		 2.6		 2.73		 130<-->130		 60		 28		 960		 1206	 1310	 Gears		 540/133-162-220 
            1000/181-246-300

	 280		 110-170		 2.85		 2.98		 142.5<-->142.5		 66		 28		 1030		 1297	 1393	 Gears		 540/133-162-220 
            1000/181-246-300

	 300		 130-170		 3.1		 3.23		 155<-->155		 72		 28		 1100		 1371	 1498	 Gears		 540/133-162-220	
            1000/181-246-300

	 300		 180-250		 3.12		 3.35		 156<-->156		 72		 30		 1460		 1840		 2185	 Gears		 1000/161-178-196 
            1000/216-238-263
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Gearbox Front and rear multi-speed gearbox on both SC and G Type 
models. The SC Type is capable of running PTO speeds of 540/1000rpm, 
and the G Type comes as standard with a lever gear changer and oil cooler 
running at 1000rpm. (See PTO/RPM on the specification table below for 
rotor speeds).

PTO Shaft PTO shaft with slip clutch protection on the SC model and 
cam clutch protection on the G type model, 13/8”, 6 spline tractor side yoke.

Side Gear Drive Heavy duty gear drive running in a sealed oil bath to 
give constant lubrication during work.

Linkage Mounting Universal CAT II three point swinging hitches allow 
the machine to follow the contours on undulating ground. 

CE Safety Guards CE Safety guards as standard.

Anti Rollover The lower spring on the pressure rod that is connected 
to the rear levelling bonnet prevents the rotary cultivator from rolling over 
when the machine is being detached from the tractor when not using a rear 
roller.

Duo-Cone & O-Ring Sealing System The new Duo-cone sealing 
system guarantees reliability without the need for maintenance.  You can 
achieve at least 50% longer life from the Duo-cone system when compared 
to standard systems in the most demanding working environments. 
The sealing system is completely waterproof or “amphibious” allowing the 

rotor and bearing to run in its own oil supply, this allows the rotor to work 
and be reliable in the dustiest of environments or even work immersed 
in water and yet the seals will still prevent water and dust ingress into the 
rotor and hubs. The rotor is supported by oversized SKF roller bearings. 

Levelling Bonnet The levelling bonnet comes as standard complete 
with a sprung mechanical rod that puts constant downward pressure 
on the bonnet and acts as a shock absorber protecting the bonnet from 
damage, whist working in stony conditions.

Blades The SC & G Type Rotary Cultivators have 6 blades per flange 
ensuring a fine tilth is produced.

Adjustable Side Skids A protective skid on either side of the machine 
controls the working depth and protects the main transmission cover from wear.

Rear Roller Adjuster  Depth adjustment is controlled by two 
mechanical adjusters. 

Rear Roller Options (See back page for more information).

Rotor Options The SC type comes with standard blades or with a 
choice of two additional rotor types (see back page for further information). 

Barrel Roller Bearings The SC Type Rotary Cultivator utilises BEARING 
barrel roller bearings; each bearing has a double rail consisting of two rows 
of spherical or barrel bearings to cope with heavy workloads and ensure 
years of trouble-free use. (Up to 30% longer life than traditional bearings).
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PUMA

PANTERA

120 - 200 hp

160 - 330 hp

“Puma” Type Maschio Rotary Cultivators are designed for use on medium sized agricultural tractors from 120 to 200hp and are typically used 
for horticultural and agricultural work.

“Pantera” Type Maschio Rotary Cultivators are designed for use on medium sized agricultural tractors 
from 140 to 350hp and are typically used for horticultural and agricultural work.
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Gearbox Single and Multi speed gearboxes, both the PUMA and 
PANTERA models run at a PTO speed of 1000rpm. (See PTO/RPM on the 
specification table below). 

PTO Shaft PTO shaft with cam clutch protection, 1” 3/8, 6 spline tractor 
side yoke.

Side Gear Drive Heavy duty gear drive running in a sealed oil bath to 
give constant lubrication during work.

Linkage Mounting The PUMA (CAT II) and PANTERA (CAT III) both 
feature the swinging hitches allowing them to follow the contours of 
the ground. The PANTERA comes with pin locks on the swinging hitches, 
allowing the machine to be locked to the three point linkage of the tractor. 

CE Safety Guards CE Safety guards as standard.

Duo-Cone & O-Ring Sealing System The new Duo-cone sealing 
system guarantees reliability without the need for maintenance.  You can 
achieve at least 50% longer life from the Duo-cone system when compared 
to standard systems in the most demanding working environments. 
The sealing system is completely waterproof or “amphibious” allowing the 
rotor and bearing to run in its own oil supply, this allows the rotor to work 
and be reliable in the dustiest of environments or even work immersed 
in water and yet the seals will still prevent water and dust ingress into the 
rotor and hubs. The rotor is supported by oversized SKF roller bearings.

Levelling Bonnet The levelling bonnet comes as standard complete 
with a sprung mechanical rod that puts constant downward pressure 
on the bonnet and acts as a shock absorber protecting the bonnet from 
damage, whist working in stony conditions.

Blades The PUMA & PANTERA type Rotary Cultivators have 6 blades per 
flange ensuring a fine tilth is produced.

Adjustable Side Skids A protective skid on either side of the machine 
controls the working depth and protects the main transmission cover from wear.

Rear Roller Adjuster The PUMA & PANTERA Rotary Cultivators come 
as standard with hydraulic depth adjustment on the rear roller. 

Rear Transport Lights Rear lights as standard for safe road transport.

Hydraulic Folding The PUMA & PANTERA uses four hydraulic rams to 
fold to 2.49m for road transportation. The folding system also incorporates 
an automatic transport lock so there is no need for the driver to leave the 
tractor cab to unfold.

Central Eradicator The Central Eradicator ensures the soil is fully 
cultivated between the two folding section.

Rear Roller Options (See back page for more information).

Rotor Options The PUMA and PANTERA can be fitted with standard 
blades or a choice of two additional rotor types. The PUMA can be supplied with 
either the standard or COBRA rotor and the PANTERA having the extra option of 
the CONDOR rotor (see back page for further information on rotor types).

Barrel Roller Bearings The PANTERA Rotary Cultivator utilises the 
BEARING barrel roller bearings; each bearing has a double rail consisting of 
two rows of spherical or barrel bearings to cope with heavy workloads and 
ensuring years of trouble-free use. (Up to 30% longer life than traditional 
bearings).
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HYDRAULIC FOLDING ROTARY CULTIVATORS

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
Working 

depth (cm)
Models HP Working 

width (m)
Total 

width (m)
Machine centre 

cm <- -> cm
Transport width 

(m)
Weight + 
Cage (kg)

Weight + 
Packer (kg)

No. of 
blades

Side drive PTO/RPM

	 320		 120-200		 3.28		 3.53		 164<-->164		 		2.49	 72		 27		 1830	 1950	 Gears		 1000/256	-	(345)*

	 370		 140-200		 3.78		 4.03		 189<-->189		 2.49			 84		 27		 1920	 2210	 Gears		 1000/256	-	(345)*

	 420		 160-200		 4.28		 4.53		 214<-->214		 	2.49		 96		 27		 2180	 2450	 Gears		 1000/256	-	(345)*

 420		 160-330		 4.28		 4.58		 214<-->214		 2.49		 96		 29		 2600		 2780	 Gears		 1000/258

	 470		 160-330		 4.78		 5.08		 239<-->239		 2.49		 108		 29		 2800		 2980	 Gears		 1000/258

	 520		 180-330		 5.28		 5.58		 264<-->264		 2.49		 120		 29		 3100		 3280	 Gears		 1000/259-300

	 570		 215-330		 5.78		 6.08		 289<-->289		 2.49		 132		 29		 3700		 3880	 Gears		 1000/259-300
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*1000/345 RPM Gearbox available for PUMA model on request.
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Maschio distributed by OPlCO Ltd, Cherry Holt Road, Bourne, Lincolnshire PE10 9LA

Telephone: 01778 421111 Fax: 01778 425080 E-mail: ask@opico.co.uk Website: www.maschio.co.uk

DEALER

BLADE OPTIONS
STANDARD COBRA CONDOR
The standard rotor is used more than any 
other blade type. It is extremely versatile 
and works well in most soil types.

Designed to work in very hard dry 
conditions, the Cobra rotor has a high 
number of vertical blades enabling it to 
cut into the hardest soil with ease and 
creating an extremely fine seedbed. 

Designed for soils with high concentration 
of stones, due to the blade placement and 
its increased strength with a knife edge, 
this prevents stones from being carried 
around the rotor as they easily pass 
through the staggered spacing.

REAR ROLLER OPTIONS
CAGE ROLLER PACKER ROLLER
(Ø ext: 450 mm)
The Cage Roller Works well 
on medium soil types and dry 
conditions creating a good seed bed.

(Ø ext: 450 mm & 500 mm)
The toothed Packer Roller works 
well breaking up any surface clods 
further and at the same time leaving 
an excellent finish, ready for seeding. 
This roller also comes standard with 
TUNGSTEN coated scrapers.

OPTIONS

C - SC

COUNTER 
FLANGES

C - SC - G - PUMA - 
PANTERA

SIDE DISC

W - A

6 BLADES PER 
FLANGE

A - U - C - SC

PAIR OF DEPTH 
WHEELS

U - C - SC - G

TRACK 
ERADICATORS

C - SC - G

HYDRAULIC 
ROLLER 
ADJUSTMENT
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